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PTS-Prüftechnik GmbH

The company is divided into seven business segments:

Testing on test rigs

Cooling circuit development

Vehicle testing

Vehicle technology

Test bench technology

Engineering

PTS-Prüftechnik GmbH is internationally active in the fields of 

vehicle development, testing, engineering and consulting with more

than 200 employees. At its headquarters in Waldstetten near

Schwäbisch Gmünd, the company has 3 locations, further branches

are located in Remshalden, Fellbach, Kreut near Ingolstadt and 

Wolfsburg.

 

Simulation



Today's vehicles are safer, more comfortable and more efficient - but also much more complex due to

the increasing number of electronic and electrical systems. On the basis of many years of experience

and know-how, PTS-Prüftechnik masters the exemplarily listed tasks with the highest demands,

whereby our partners save time-consuming and costly correction loops and thus important 

resources.

Fixed to the vehicle in all facets: At PTS Prüftechnik, the focus is on the entire vehicle, from the 

powertrain, through engine and transmission technology, chassis and vehicle body, to the bodywork, 

in order to advance the mobility of tomorrow.

From the first formulation of a customer requirement to small series production, all work steps are 

carried out by us on our own initiative. From our partners we are appreciated for it, therefore you entrust

us also complicated or unusual tasks, which we solve in time and under the use of most modern

technologies. Due to our unique PTS structure principle and the close cooperation with other company

divisions such as design, we build prototypes for our customers or manufacture components in small

series.

Fahrzeugtechnik

Facing the future together with PTS-Prüftechnik!

We are also active in the following special areas:

Project Management: 

Coordination and supplier management

Processing and production:

Production of complete assemblies, add-on parts and bodies, e.g. for Gran-Turismo vehicles 

When would you like to find out which advantages our services offer you?

Processing of special materials e.g. Inconel 625 

Hot forming of steel, magnesium and thermoplastics 

Joining of aluminium, magnesium and steel with cold joining process

Development of tools and workshop equipment, e.g. for motor sports 

Evaluation and reporting  

Installation and assembly investigations

Analysis of installability and presentation of proposed solutions

Replacement and installation of original parts for historic vehicles

Structuring of communication relationships and work processes
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